Sandel ST3400H HeliTAWS® is the industry’s first multihazard avoidance system for helicopters that alerts against wires, terrain, and obstacles, utilizing WireWatch™—advance defense against wire strikes. It further enhances the operational awareness in the cockpit by helping helicopter pilots avoid transmission lines whether they are powered on or off.

Incorporating Sandel’s proprietary TruAlert™ technology, HeliTAWS enables pilots to take off, cruise, hover and land at off-airport locations without triggering nuisance alerts. Exceeding the TSO-C194 compliance, HeliTAWS includes an easy-to-interpret, color, high-resolution display for 3D terrain, obstacles, flight plan, traffic overlay, TAS/TCAS display interface, Radalt Decent Altitude Callouts along with MIL-STD-3009 On-Demand NVIS compatibility.
ST3400H HeliTAWS®

CFIT and wire strikes are a big problem. Sandel has a simple solution — HeliTAWS®. Only HeliTAWS from Sandel has WireWatch®, our exclusive database system for transmission lines, and TruAlert®, that eliminates annoying false alarms from cruise right on down to the ground.

Dimensions and specifications subject to change without notice.